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1. Introduction 
Important control problems nowadays related to Life Sciences are the control of ecological  models  like, 
for instance, those of population evolution ( Beverton-Holt model, Hassell model, Ricker  model etc.) via 
the online adjustment of the species environment carrying capacity,  that of the population growth or that 
of the regulated harvesting quota as well as the disease propagation via vaccination control.  In a set of 
papers, several variants and generalizations of the Beverton-Holt model (standard time–invariant, time-
varying parameterized, generalized model or modified generalized model) have been investigated at the 
levels of stability, cycle- oscillatory behavior, permanence and control through the manipulation of the 
carrying capacity (see, for instance,  [1-5]). The design of related control actions has been proved to be 
important in those papers at the levels, for instance, of aquaculture exploitation or plague fighting. On the 
other hand, the literature about epidemic mathematical models is exhaustive in many books and papers . 
A non-exhaustive list of references is given in this manuscript, cf. [6-14] (see also the references listed 
therein). Those epidemic models have also two major variants, namely, the so-called “pseudo-mass action 
models”, where the total population is not taken into account as a relevant disease contagious factor and 
the so-called “true-mass action models”, where the total population is more realistically considered as an 
inverse factor of the disease transmission rates).  There are many variants of the above models, for 
instance, including vaccination of different kinds: constant [8], impulsive [12], discrete – time etc., 
incorporating point or distributed delays [12-13], oscillatory behaviours  [14] etc. . On the other hand, 
variants of such models  become considerably simpler for the illness transmission among plants [6-7]. In 
this paper, a feedback linearization technique is used to obtain a family of vaccination policies capable of 
asymptotically making the complete population become removed-by-immunity (immune). Initially, two 
of these vaccination policies are proposed and studied with detail. In a second stage, the general 
formalism is introduced to show the rationale behind the vaccination policies and how they fit into the 
general method. Feedback-linearization techniques, [17, 18], are successfully applied in control systems 
design for nonlinear problems, such as electrical machines, [19], or robotics [20]. However, its use in 
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epidemic model control has been rather limited. It is assumed that the total population remains constant 
through time, so that the illness transmission is not critical, and the SEIR – model is of the above 
mentioned true-mass action type.  
 
1.1 Notation. nR is the first open n-real orthant and n0R is the first closed n- real orthant.  
nm  0R  is a positive real n-vector in the usual sense that all its components are nonnegative . In the 
same way, nnM  0R  is a positive real n-matrix in the usual sense that all its entries are nonnegative. 
The notations nR  and nnR  refer to the stronger properties that all the respective components or entries 
are positive. 
   Im;DoC q  is the set of real functions of class q of domain Do and image Im.    Im;DoPC q  is the 
set of real functions of class (q-1) of domain Do and image Im whose q-th derivative exits but it is not 
necessarily everywhere  continuous on its definition domain. 
 
2. SEIR epidemic model  
Let S (t) be the “susceptible” population of infection at time t, E (t) the “ infected” ( i.e. those which 
incubate the illness but do not still have any symptoms) at time t, I (t ) is the “ infectious” ( or “infective”) 
population at time t, and  R (t) is the “ removed –by- immunity ” ( or “ immune”) population at time t. 
Consider the SEIR-type  epidemic model:  
            tVN
N
tItStRtStS  1                                                                           (1) 
         tE
N
tItStE                                                                                                            (2) 
       tEtItI                                                                                                                   (3) 
         tVNtItRtR                                                                                                   (4) 
subject to initial conditions   000  SS ,   000  EE ,   000  II and   000  RR  under  
the vaccination constraint   00 RR:V .  In the above SEIR – model, N is the total population,   is 
the rate of deaths from causes unrelated to  the infection,   is the rate of losing immunity,   is the 
transmission constant ( with the total number of infections per unity of time at time t  being    
N
tItS ), 
1  and 1 are, respectively,  the average durations of the latent and infective periods. All the above 
parameters are assumed to be nonnegative.  
 
3. About the positivity of the SEIR epidemic model (1)-(4) 
The vaccination strategy has to be implemented so that the SEIR model be positive in the usual sense that 
none of the populations, namely, susceptible, infected, infectious and immune be negative at any time. 
This requirement follows directly from the nature of the problem at hand. This section investigates  
conditions for positivity of the SEIR model (1)-(4) .The  constant population constraint: 
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)0()0()0()0()()()()()0( RIEStRtItEtSNN  ;  0Rt                                         (5) 
implying directly: 
 
0)0()0()0()0()()()()(  RIEStRtItEtS  ;  0Rt                                                       (6) 
 
holds directly in (1)-(4) since summing-up the four right- sides yields zero for all time. 
The following assumption is made: 
          
Assumption 1. The following constraints are assumed on the SEIR-model (1)-(4): 
  0000 )(R,)(I),(Sinm  and )(I)(E 00 
  with   )(EN
)(I)(S 000 
  if   00 I .               
Remark 1. The physical interpretation of Assumption 1 is that the time origin of interest to fix initial 
conditions  in the SEIR- model is the time instant at which  the disease starts to be infectious.  The 
growing rate of infectious at the time origin is  positive, i.e.   00 I , even under zero initial condition 
00 )(I so that 00 )(E  and 00 )(E for both the infected and infectious populations. Also, the 
infected population and its growing rate at the time origin are positive, i.e.    000 E,)(Emin  if 
  00 I  and a third consequence of Assumption 1  is that:  
    000  IE   if  N)(S
N
)(E
)(I


 00
0
,  N)(SN 
  0   or, equivalently,  if 
 )(R)(I)(E
N
)(SN 0000 
 
   requiring    
    000  IE   if  N)(S
N
)(E
)(I


 00
0  , N)(SN 
  0  requiring    
so that     000  IE   if 00 )(I .   Thus, if   00 )(I  and   00 )(I ( 00 )(I )    then      
00 )(E ( 00 )(E )                                                                                                                                  
 
Remark 2. Note that Assumption 1 implies from (3) that: 
      -       00 I   
      -     )(I)(RN)(S 0100 

  
   and   
 N)(S 0 if   00 I  
      -       



 10 :  if   00 I  (since )N)(S 0 .                                                              
 
The parametrical condition 0 is of interest even if 00 )(I  in order to make the SEIR model 
parameters independent of any set of admissible initial conditions.  
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Theorem 1. Assume a vaccination function     1000 ,;CPV  R  and that the initial conditions 
satisfy Assumption 1. Then, all the solutions of the SEIR – model (1)-(4) satisfy 
   00 Rt;N,)t(R,)t(I,)t(E,)t(S . 
 
Proof: The  constant population constraint (5) is used in (1), (3)-(4) to eliminate the infected population 
E(t) leading to : 
 
              tVNtS
N
tItRtStS 

  1                                                     (7) 
       )()( tRtSNtItI                                                                                        (8) 
         tVNtItRtR                                                                                                 (9) 
 
for any given real constant    )(sup/
0
tIN
t
 . Such a constraint is guaranteed with  :0  if 
  NtI 0 for all 0t . It is possible to rewrite (7)-(9) in a compact form as a dynamic system of state 
 TtRtItStx )(),(,)()(  , output )()()( tRtSty  and whose input is  appropriately  related to the 
vaccination function as    TtVtVtu )(,)(1 . This leads to the following set of identities: 
 
       tuENtxAtx 13 +     


 

  21 eNtxEN
tI                                                (10.a) 
            tuENtxA 13 +     


 

 

  2131 eNtxEEN
tI                              (10.b)    
            tuENtxA 13 +        


 

  21 etyNtxEN
tI                               (10.c) 
            tVeNtxA 3 +         


 

  )t(VeNe)t(ItEtxE
N
tI 1121         (10.d) 
   txety T13                                                                                                                                         (11) 
 
where ie  is the i-th unit Euclidean column vector in 
3R  with its i-th component being  equal to one and 
the other two components being zero, ije  having the i-th and j-th components being one and the 
remaining one being zero ,  so that  1,0,131 Te , and  
    13: EAA    ;    
 
 
 











0
00
0
:A                                        (12) 


















000
101
000
0
0
: 1313
T
T
T
eE  ;    









1
0
0
0
01
,: 3113 eeE    ; 


















000
000
001
0
0:
1
1
T
T
Te
E                  (13) 
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Note that: 1)  A  is a Metzler matrix [4-5] for any given  0R  so that the 0C  semigroup 
 33 RR ,L  of infinitesimal generator  A  can  also be represented as a fundamental positive real 
matrix function       33001  RR ,CPtx:  for   3RDomx of solutions of (7)-(9) as a 
result defined by    tAet,   ;  0t . In addition, since  t,  is a fundamental matrix, it is 
nonsingular so that    3 Rxt, ; 30 Rx  
     2)   0 ,min ,  
N
tI  ,     10 ,tV   ;  0Rt ; 3013321 Re,e,ee , ; 3301 RE  
 3) From Assumption 1 (see also Remark 1), 000  )(I)(E and 000  )(I)(E   if 
 N)(S
N
)(E
)(I


 00
0  , N)(SN 
  0  provided that   . From continuity of any 
solution of (1)-(4), it exists 01 t such that 0 )t(I)t(E ;  10 t,t . Also,     000  IE   if 
 N)(S
N
)(E
)(I


 00
0
and N)(SN 
  0  requiring    . Thus, if 00 )(I , 
00 )(I and N)(SN 
  0  then       00000  EIE  . Again from continuity arguments, 
it exists 01 t such that )(E)t(E 0 ;  10 t,t .Then, one has from (10.d) that for any  admissible 
initial condition   T)(R),(I,)(S)(x 0000  , the unique solution on  10 t, of (7)-(9) is: 
              t AtA dmexetx 03 0 R ;    10 t,t                                                      (14) 
since      03 xetx tA  R ;   300  Rx , and  since    3Rtx  on  10 t, implies that  
            




 
 

   2013 0 edxxeeNEetE t TTtR ;  10 t,t          (15) 
   tVeN:tm 330 R +         


 

  )t(VeNe)t(ItEtxE
N
tI 1121  ;  10 t,t  
                       221 e)t(xetEtm T                                                                                          (16)    
 where      22130 e)t(xetE)t(m:tm T R  and     3022  Re)t(xetE T . Since 
  31  Rtx and     R)(Ee t 0 ;  0Rt , it  exists 12 tt   such that    RtE , 
  3 Rtm ,   3 Rtx ( so that  0R)t(R,)t(I),t(S ),  20 t,t . The above properties extend to 
 0Rt  from the structures of (14)-(16). Furthermore,   30 



Rtxinflim
t
and    



0RtEinflim
t
. 
Those relations also imply from (5) that   N)t(R,)t(I,)t(E),t(Smax  ;  0Rt .                     
 
Remark 3. Note that the SEIR -model is not guaranteed to be positive according to Theorem 1 in the 
sense of [15-16] since Assumption 1 establishes constraints on the initial conditions.                            
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Corollary 1. Theorem 1 still holds if     

 

 
N
)t(S
N
tI,tV 10  ;  0Rt . 
Proof: It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 since    0Rtm ;  0Rt from  (10.d) and (12)-(13) 
under this modified vaccination constraint.                                                                                      
 
4. Equilibrium points, stability, instability and immunity tracking of the whole population  
 
This section is concerned with vaccination designs so that stability or instability are guaranteed. It is also 
discussed how the vaccination might be synthesized so that the whole population is matched via 
vaccination strategies by the immune population so that the susceptible, infected and infectious are 
zeroed. An important point to deal with these issues is to ensure that all the partial populations (i.e. 
susceptible, infected , infectious and immune) are nonnegative for all time so that the boundndness of the 
whole population guarantees that of the individual ones. For this purpose, the positivity of the models is 
an important property to be guaranteed by the choice of the vaccination control in [0, 1]. Initially, the 
vaccination policies are introduced being its effects analyzed while in the following Section 5, the general 
frame (based-on feedback linearization) will be commented.  
 
Remark 4. The equilibrium points in the vaccination-free case , which are discussed in Appendix A, are 
not suitable since one of them is concerned with the whole population being susceptible while the other is 
concerned with not all the population being asymptotically converging to the removed-by–immunity, in 
general. Therefore, a suitable vaccination strategy is necessary. The ideal vaccination mechanism 
objective is to reduce to zero the numbers of susceptible, infected and infectious independent of their 
initial numbers so that the total population becomes equal to the removed- by -immunity population after 
a certain time. After inspecting (1) and (4), it becomes obvious that the constraint   RR 0:V  is 
necessary to decrease the time variation of the susceptible and to increase simultaneously that of the 
removed by immunity.                                                                                                                                
 
The following elementary result follows from the SEIR mathematical model (1)-(4) 
 
Assertion 1. The SEIR model (1)-(4) fulfils the constant population through time constraint 
          00 0  NN)(NtRtItEtS:tN  irrespective of the vaccination strategy. 
 
Proof : It follows immediately by summing-up both sides of (1) to (4) what leads to: 
                     0 tRtItEtStNtRtItEtStN  ;  0Rt  
 so that         000000 NRIES)(N            NNtRtItEtStN  0  for 
all 0t .                                                                                                                                                   
 
Remark 2. Note that Assertion 1 proves that the constant population through time is independent of the 
vaccination strategy so that it is independent of the ideal vaccination objective constraint  
  RR 0:V as a result. For instance, in a biological war, the objective would be to increase the 
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numbers of the infected plus infectious population for all time. For that purpose, the appropriate 
vaccination strategy is negative.                                                                                                                
 
An auxiliary control function may be defined in several ways involving the vaccination function which is 
really the manipulated variable. For instance, one might define the infected/removed by immunity 
coupling term z(t) and control u(t)  as follows:    
                                                                                                                            tEtRtz                                                                                                                        (17) 
     tVNtztu                                                                                                                        (18) 
Note that any required control u(t) can  be achieved using a vaccination strategy 
           
N
tutEtR
N
tutztV 

                                                                                      (19) 
Then, one gets from (1)-(4) and (19): 
        tI
N
tS)t(ItE)t(ItE 

                                                                            (20) 
          tuNtEtStEtS                                                                                     (21.a) 
                         tutRtI                                                                                                 (21.b) 
               tEtStutRtItRtI                                                                     (22) 
        NtI
N
)t(S)t(R)t(StRtS  

                                                                    (23.a) 
                     tI
N
)t(S)t(I)t(E 

                                                                                  (23.b) 
                      )t(ItEtI
N
)t(S)t(E  

                                                                (23.c) 
             tVNtItR)t(I)t(EtS)t(ItEtS  1                                    (24.a) 
                                 tutItE)t(R                                                                                  (24.b) 
         tVNtItRtR                                                                                                (25.a) 
               tutItEtR                                                                                           (25.b) 
           )t(ItEtS                                                                                                            (25.c) 
 
Remarks 3. (1)  Note from Eqs. (1) and (4) that a vaccination strategy   0tV  applied on  a time 
interval makes the susceptible population to decrease and the removed- by –immunity population to 
increase in a parallel fashion. From (2), the infected growing rate decreases as the susceptible  numbers 
decrease. 
(2) Eqs. 21-22 show that  for a certain control associated with a vaccination strategy if the growing rate of  
joined susceptible plus infected population decreases then  that of the infectious plus removed- by -
immunity increases and conversely.                                                                                                        
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The fact that the total population of the SEIR model (1)-(4) remains constant (Assertion 1) makes it both 
uncontrollable- to-the origin and unreachable. Such a constraint is atypical in most of control problems  
since the role of the vaccination is to decrease to zero the numbers of susceptible, infected and infectious 
to make the removed – by –immunity population to asymptotically converge to the total population. 
 
Assertion 2. The SEIR model (1)-(4) is unreachable and uncontrollable to the origin via any vaccination 
strategy. 
Proof: Proceed by contradiction. Fix any desired final state         T***** tR,tI,tE,tS:x  at 
arbitrary finite time *tt  fulfilling the constraint         NtRtItEtS ****  . From Assertion 
1, the population remains constant equal to N so that *x  is unreachable at any time t*. Thus, the SEIR 
model is unreachable. It is always trivially uncontrollable-to-the origin for arbitrary initial conditions for 
the total population.                                                                                                                         
 
A simple way of defining an useful control function is one with the goal of  decreasing appropriately the 
numbers of susceptible while including the nonlinear term involving the product S(t)I(t) of susceptible 
and infectious in (1) . The following result is concerned with this matter. A subsequent linear feedback 
vaccination strategy, being proportional to the susceptible for all time is discussed. 
 
Theorem 2.  The following properties hold: 
 
(i)  Assume that the feedback control and its associated vaccination strategy are generated as follows: 
   )t(Sgtu  ; 0g                                                                                                                     (26.a) 
           NtSgtRNtV N
tI 
1                                                                           (26.b)    
  , g and g . Then the whole population becomes asymptotically removed by immunity at an 
exponential rate. Furthermore, 


1:)t(Vlim
t
. 
 (ii)   Assume that the feedback control and its associated vaccination strategy accordingly are  generated 
as follows: 
    )t(E)t(Sgtu  , 0g                                                                                                      (27.a) 
        )t(RtEgtSg
N
tV  
1                                                                              (27.b) 
                 )t(RgtEtINg
N
 
1                                                                       (27.c)    
Then  
g
N)t(E)t(Slim
t  
 and  
g
Ng)t(R)t(Ilim
t    at an exponential rate if  g0  
and, furthermore, 
     1
N
)( 


 
 g
gtRtEtVlim
t 
  
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with         0

tRlimtIlimtElimtVlim
tttt
 at exponential rates if 0g . In particular, the 
whole population becomes asymptotically susceptible at an exponential rate if  g0 for the 
corresponding vaccination law: 
 )t(E)t(R
N
)t(V  
1  
while all the other partial populations converge asymptotically to zero at an exponential rate. 
 
Proof :  (i) Rewrite (1) in the equivalent form: 
 
  )t(u)t(StS                                                                                                                     (28) 
with an  auxiliary control  u(t) being defined and generated as follows: 
 
      )t(gS:)t(VN)t(I)t(S
N
tRtu  1                                                                 (29) 
through the vaccination function V(t) given by (26.b) . Note that the open-loop solution of (28) is  
 
       tt due)(SetS 00                                                                                               (30)             
One gets from (28)-(29): 
 
     tSgtS       00   )(S)(SetS tg   as   t                                      (31) 
 
    0)0()(   SegtSgtu tg     as   t                                                                       (32) 
Also, one gets from (31)-(32) into (29) that    1


 
 N
)t(RtVsuplim
t 
  
implying that   
 
N
)t(RtV 1 ;  TTt   (finite) and any arbitrary prefixed R . On the 
other hand, one gets from (2) subject to (31): 
 
      )t(I)(Se
N
)t(EtE tg 0   
what leads to 
 
        d)(Iee
N
)(S)(Ee)t(E t gtt    000  
               00 


g
eeN)(Ee
ttg
t

  exponentially fast as t at a rate of at 
most   g,min   as t since   0 ,min and 0g . Combining this result with (3)  and within 
the above solution expression for E (t), one obtains: 
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         dEe)(Ie)t(I t tt    00  
                   
 d
g
eeN)(Eeee)(Ie t
g
tt  






0 00  
             ttt ee)(E)(Ie     00  
                             ttttg eeg Neegg N        
                tt eg
N)(Eg)(Ie  
 

 00  
                        0
0 
  tgt e
gg
Ne
g
)(EgN 



   
 
exponentially fast as t provided that   , g and g  and    ,,maxg , which is 
guaranteed since 0g , so that    NtI)t(E)t(S(N)t(R   exponentially fast as  t . 
Furthermore, from (26.b),    


 

1
N
)t(RtVsuplim
t 




1)t(Vlim
t
since N)t(R   as 
t . Property (i) has been proven.  
 
(ii)  Eqs. (15)  together with (1)-(2) lead to: 
 
                  NtEtSgtuNtEtStEtS                                  (33) 
 
whose solution is subject to 
 
            deN)(E)(Se)t(EtS gttg 000 g
N
 
  as  t                            (34)     
satisfies   
g
Ng)t(RtI    as t . As a result,    N)t(EtS  and   0)t(R,tI as  t at 
exponential rate if 0g  , that is  if  the vaccination law is  )t(E)t(R
N
)t(V  
1 , since the  
SEIR – model (1) –(4) is a  positive dynamic system if g and    10 ,tV  ;  0Rt  as it is 
proven in Appendix B. Then, all the partial populations are nonnegative for all time.  From (2),  
    1
N
)( 


 
 g
g:tRtEtVlim
t 
  . Also, 0)t(I  as t 0 )t(E as t  for 0g  
so that   NtS  , since 0)t(I , 0)t(E and 0)t(R as t  as t  and   0

tVlim
t
 
from (27.b) or from (27.c).                                                                                                                    
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A more convenient vaccination strategy because of its properties and because of its implementation 
issues, based on measuring the immune and total populations instead of the susceptible one,  is proposed 
in the subsequent result: 
 
Theorem 3 .  Assume that the control and its associated vaccination strategy are as follows: 
  NgtRgtu 1)(  ,   g                                                                                                (35) 
      tItRgNg
N
tV   1
1                                                                                                 (36)                                         
The above vaccination strategy implies that the removed- by- immunity population equalizes 
asymptotically the total population at exponential rate while the sum of the infected, infectious and 
susceptible populations converge asymptotically to zero at exponential decay rates  according to: 
 
 
g
NgR 
1 ;  
g
Ngg)(I)(E)(S 
 
 1                                                         (37) 
         Ng
ggN
g
ggdRgelim t t
t 






 


 111
0                                     (38) 
irrespective of the initial conditions  and if , in particular, gg 1  then 
 
  NR  ; 0 )(I)(E)(S ;          


 NgNgdRgelim t t
t
  10  
 
The vaccination effort is nonnegative for all time if  1g  or if 0g and   provided that the 
SEIR model supplies nonnegative populations. 
 
Proof: Combining (23)-(24) yields  a control action: 
       Ng)t(RgtVNtItu 1                                                                                            (39) 
so that (4) becomes: 
 
            NgtRgtutRtR 1                                                                    (40) 
so that if  g  then 
   
g
Ng)t(Rlim:RtR
t   
1  as t                                                                               (41) 
at exponential rate according to an absolute upper-bound of exponential order of (41)  being equal to 
  0 g and        
g
NggIES 
 1 . Also,   NR   if gg 1  as a 
result. From Assertion 1, (41) with gg 1 implies also that 0 )(I)(E)(S .  On the 
other hand, the vaccination function  is nonnegative from (36) for all time  if 1g since 
        ESgIgRggIRgIESRgIRgNg  11111    
      011  ESgIgR           
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If the constraint 1g  is changed to 0g  and    then   gg 1 , equivalently 
01  gg  , and the vaccination function is also nonnegative for all time since the above expression 
becomes: 
IRgNg 1     01  ESgIgR                                                                             
 
Remark 4. Note that Theorem 3 holds in particular if 0g  in (35)-(36) so that the vaccination strategy 
is adopted on the basis of taking into account the total population only. Summing-up (1) and (2) and using 
(39) yields: 
           tVNtEtRtEtStEtS  1)()(                                                           
                          Ng)t(E)t(ItRg)t(EtS 1                                      (42) 
which combined with (3) yields: 
 
               tVN)t(ItR)t(EtStItEtS  1                                                           
                          NgtRg)t(I)t(EtS 1                                                        (43) 
leading to the following solution of susceptible plus infected plus infectious populations: 
              tt dNgRgeRNe)t(I)t(EtS 0 10   tRN            (44) 
after using Assertion 1so that one gets (38) from (40) as t which  leads to 
       
 NgdRgelim t t
t
  10                                                                                (45) 
if gg 1  (implying that 0)()()(  RIS and NR  )( ).  Finally, since   NtR  for 
all time and since  gg 1  from (35), one gets from (36) for all time: 
 
         


tRgNgNNggtItV  110                                                       
which is guaranteed for arbitrary initial conditions of (1)-(4) from Assertion 1 if 1g and, in particular, 
if   and 0g .                                                                                                                           
A further result for nonnegative vaccination being guaranteed for all time for the  vaccination strategy of 
Theorem 3 is the following: 
 
Corollary 2. The  vaccination strategy of Theorem 3 is nonnegative for all time if 
    


 



,min 1  
Proof : Note    


tEtI  yields   0tI  from (3) so that a maximum or minimum of the infectious 
population is reached  depending on the infected E (t) . A potential maximum is reached  for 
   


tEtI  with   0tE . Thus,      


max
max
Et:tImax:ItI 0  
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where   0:max:max  ttEE ,  is reached for   0tE  in (2)  so that   maxmaxmax EN
IS  , 
where   0:max:max  ttSS . Combining  the two  relations yields  the proof by using Assertion 1 
since one has for all time: 
         






N
N
ISEItI maxmaxmaxmax
      N,minItI max 



 
1                                                                                       
Remark 5. An important problem to validate the SEIR model (1)-(4) under vaccination for practical 
application is the design of a vaccination strategy such that  the obtained model is a positive system,  as 
the real problem it describes is,  in the sense that none of the populations S(t), E(t), I(t) and R( t)  becomes 
negative at any time . It is proven in Appendix B (Theorem B.1) that if the vaccination strategy is 
constrained to the real interval  10 ,  for all time then none of those populations is negative at any time 
provided that all of them are nonnegative at t=0. Conditions to maintain its value under the positive unit 
are discussed in the following.                                                                                                               
 
Theorem 4.  Consider the vaccination strategy (35)-(36) of Theorem 3 subject to : 
gg  1   ;    0g ;       g,maxg,maxg                                             (46) 
Thus,  if all the partial populations of susceptible, infected , infectious and immune have nonnegative 
initial conditions then the vaccination function fulfills  1,0: 0 RV  provided that  g  is 
sufficiently large. Also, all the values taken by any of those populations in the mathematical SEIR model 
are nonnegative for all time. 
 
Proof:  Since  g,maxg    then   01  g,maxgg  . Thus,  
       ESgIgRggIRgESgIgRgIRgNg  1111111   
                           0111111  Ng,g,ggminESIRg,g,ggmin             (47) 
and   0tV  for all time from  (36). The third constraint of (46) implies g  so that   1tV for  
some time t  if 
    NtItRgNg  1   
that is if   
    0 )t(ItRgNg    
what is impossible for sufficiently large  g . Since  1,0: 0 RV  then all the populations of 
the SEIR model are guaranteed to be nonnegative for all time from Theorem B.1.                                     
 
5 Feedback linearization in vaccination design  
The vaccination control laws proposed and analyzed in Theorems 2 and 3 can be regarded as special cases 
of a general design methodology called feedback linearization, [17, 18]. Feedback linearization is a 
general design methodology which has been successfully used in many non-linear control problems, [17-
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20]. The objective of this section is to frame the control laws introduced in the previous sections applied 
to the nonlinear epidemic model (1)-(4) into the feedback linearization formalism in order to present the 
rationale behind the proposed vaccination control laws, discuss some technical details concerning them 
and present the complete technique to be used in different epidemic models or vaccination control design. 
Thus, the general formalism presented, for instance, in [17, 18] is applied to the nonlinear system (1)-(4).  
The method requires us to follow a number of steps, [18] as follows: i) Initially, the relative degree of the 
system has to be obtained ii) Then, the nonlinear system (1)-(4) is to be re-written in a normal canonical 
form.  iii) Next, the zero dynamics of the system are needed to be calculated and proved to be stable. This 
is a technical requirement on the system in order to guarantee the well-posededness of the control law.  
iv) Once the zero dynamics are proved to be stable, the design of the control law is direct from the 
canonical normal form. These steps are developed with detail in the following sections. 
 
5.1 Relative degree and normal canonical form 
The starting point is the epidemic model given by equations (1)-(4), re-written for convenience as: 
)()()()( tVxhxftx       (48) 
with  )()()()()( tRtItEtStx T  ,  N/'    (which is a number since N is a constant)  and  













)()()(
)()()(
)()()()('
)()(')()(
)(
tItR
tEtI
tEtItS
NtItStRtS
xf




; 









1
0
0
1
)( Nxh     (49) 
Along with state-space system (48)-(49), we also need to consider an output )(ty . The choice of different 
outputs for the system (48)-(49) leads to different control laws.  This is an important fact for this method: 
a collection of control laws can be generated within this frame by just selecting different outputs )(ty . To 
illustrate the nature of the method, the output is selected as: 
)()( tRty         (50) 
The next step is to calculate the relative degree of system (48)-(50). The relative degree can be defined as 
the number of times the output has to be derived until the input V(t) appears in the derivative.  
Thus, we can now derive the output equation (50): 
NVtItRtRty   )()()()()(        (51) 
It can be appreciated in Eq. (51) that the input V(t) appears in the first derivative of y(t). Thus, the system 
possess relative degree unity since the first derivative is enough to obtain the input. Furthermore, since 
0N , the relative degree of system (48)-(50) is well defined in the complete state-space. The relative 
degree knowledge allows us to obtain a normal form for the original system. The normal form is a change 
of coordinates in the state-space that will permit the design of the feedback control law. The basic 
objective of the coordinates transformation is to obtain a nonlinear system with the input (V(t)) appearing 
in just one equation. According to [18], the first coordinate of the transformation is defined directly as the 
output: 
)()()(1 tRtytz      (52) 
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while the remaining variables,  4 2)( ii tz , are selected to satisfy the condition: 
0)()()()( 






R
tzN
S
tzNxh
x
tz ii
T
i      (53) 
for 4,3,2i . Equation (53) becomes: 
R
tz
S
tz ii


 )()(      (54) 
whose solution is given by: 
))()(())(),(()( tRtStItEtzi    ;  4,3,2i    (55) 
where ),( IE is an arbitrary differentiable function of (E,I). For the sake of simplicity, let’s take 
1),( IE , being the variable 2z defined as:  
)()()(2 tRtStz       (56) 
The remaining variables should be selected to satisfy Eq. (54) while being linearly-independent with (56). 
Fortunately, the seek of linearly independent solutions to (54) is not necessary in this case since equations 
(2) for E  and (3) for I  are not already directly dependent on the input, which is the objective we wanted 
to fulfill. Hence, it is made: 
IzEz  43 ;      (57) 
The coordinates transformation (52)-(56)-(57) defines a global diffeomorphism in the state-space since 
01
),,,(
),,,(
4321


zzzz
RIES  
and, therefore, the transformation is well-defined. This coordinates transformation converts the original 
system (49)-(50) into the system in normal form: 
)()())(()()( 411 tNVtzttztz      (58) 
Ntzzztzttztz   )()(')())(()( 412422     (59) 
34123 )()()(')( ztzzztz       (60) 
344 zz)()t(z       (61) 
)()( 1 tzty       (62) 
Notice that the input only appears in the first equation of the system (58)-(61). This fact allows the design 
of the vaccination control. The next step is to analyze the zero dynamics of system (58)-(62). 
 
5.2 Zero-dynamics of the normal system 
This section analyzes the zero dynamics of system (58)-(62) which corresponds to the second step in the 
general process. The stability of the zero dynamics is crucial to ensure the applicability and stability of 
the vaccination strategy. The zero-dynamics can be regarded as the nonlinear counterpart of the zeros of a 
linear system and they are defined based on the output zeroing problem. This problem consist in finding 
an input signal which renders 0)()( 11  tztz   for all 0t . Thus, from Eq. (58), such an input is defined 
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by )()( 4 tzN
tV 
  which converts the first equation into the trivial one 0 = 0. As far as the rest of 
variables, )(),(),( 432 tztztz  are concerned, the system of equations (59)-(61) becomes: 
Ntztztzttztz   )()(')())(()( 42422    (63) 
)()()()(')( 3423 tztztztz      (64) 
)()()()( 344 tztztz       (65) 
The set of equation (63)-(65) is said to be the zero dynamics of the nonlinear epidemic system (59)-(61). 
The following result holds: 
 
Lemma 1. The zero dynamics of system (59)-(61) are stable, and thus, all variables )(),(),( 432 tztztz  are 
bounded for all time. 
Proof: The zero dynamics are defined by equations (63)-(65). Thus, summing up both sides of these 
equations: 
0))()()(()()()( 432432  dt
tztztzdtztztz       (66) 
implying that Ctztztz  )()()( 432  (constant). In addition, it can be directly proved using similar 
arguments as those employed in Theorem B.1 that 0)( tzi  for 4,3,2i  and all 0t  (i.e. the zero-
dynamics are positive). Consequently, Ctzi  )(0  for 4,3,2i  and all 0t  and the Lemma 1 is 
proved.                                          
In this way, the technical condition to guarantee the employment of feedback linearization control laws is 
satisfied and we are ready to design the vaccination strategy. 
 
5.3 Feedback control design 
The feedback control law V(t) is now designed by taking Eq. (58) and designing V(t) to cancel the 
dynamics of the right-hand terms of the equations in the form  )()())(()(1)( 41 ttzttzNtV     
which substituted  into (58) yields )()(1 ttz  since all the terms appearing in Eq. (58) disappear due to 
the feedback control law. This cancellation plays the same role as the pole-zero cancellation in linear-
systems which requires the stability of the zeros. The nonlinear counterpart of the linear zeros is the zero-
dynamics whose stability has been verified to be stable in subsection 5.2 and thus, the feedback control 
makes the nonlinear system have no stability problems. Now, the signal )(t  is used to govern the 
dynamics of )(1 tz . A possible selection is Ngzgt 11')(  with 0,' 1 gg  aimed at making the 
immune match the total population, N. Thus, the complete control law (undoing the change of 
coordinates) becomes: 
   
 NgtIttgR
N
NgtIttRg
N
Ngzgtzttz
N
tV
1
11141
)())((1
)())(()'(1')())(()(1)(




 (67) 
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which is exactly the vaccination law (36). Thus, the feedback linearization method is the analytical frame 
containing the presented control laws. A different choice for the output y(t) would lead to different 
vaccination strategies. For instance, the choice )()( tSty   would lead to the vaccination law (26), but 
any other choice for the output could lead to an admissible vaccination policy. Thus, the general frame 
can generate a family of vaccination policies by selecting different choices for the output. The complete 
analysis of control law (67) has been performed in Section 4. It is worthwhile to note that despite being a 
well-known control design method for nonlinear systems, its application in epidemics has been rather 
limited. Simulation results have been performed for perfectly modeled casesand also under parametrical  
uncertainties in order to analyze the robustness of the proposal. The obtained results seems to be 
promising.  
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Appendix A . Equilibrium points and their stability properties 
A.1) Equilibrium points of the uncontrolled system 
Assume for discussion simplicity of the equilibrium points that   in the SEIR model (1)-(4). The 
equilibrium points  T***** R,I,E,Sx   of (1)-(4) under identically zero vaccination strategy satisfy 
the set of constraints: 
N
N
*I*S*R*S                                                                                                              (A.1) 
   *E
N
*I*S                                                                                                                        (A.2) 
  *E*I                                                                                                                                  (A.3) 
  *I*R                                                                                                                                  (A.4) 
An equilibrium point is   T* ,,,Nx 0001  . Another one is calculated as follows: 
The combination of (A.2) –(A.3) yields: 
    NS*I
N
*I*S *




22   if 0*I                                                                         (A.5) 
This constraint can be explored to obtain a new equilibrium point if   12  
  guaranteeing the 
necessary model constraint NS *   from Assertion 1. If   12  
 then the only equilibrium point is 
*x 1  since 
  NS *  12
 . Thus, assume that   12  
  and (A.5) holds. Then one gets from 
(A1) and (A.4) that: 
 
     








 
 2
2
2
1N*R                                                                                (A.6) 
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provided that 0  implying that     
  2
2
. If 0  implying that     
  2
2
 
then the equilibrium points are *x 1 and 
 
 
 
 
 
  T*
N,N,N,Nx 








 







22202
. Eq. 
(A.6) is equivalent to 
  
     N*R 

22
2

                                                                                                  (A.7)            
for 0 which implies 0*R  if   12  
 .  From (A.4) and (A.7), one gets if 0  that 
    
     NR*I * 



22
2

                                                                               (A.8) 
Now, combining (A.3) and (A.8) yields: 
        
     NRI*E ** 





2
1
2
2
2


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Thus,  
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is an equilibrium point of (1)–(4) provided that  none of  its components exceeds N and   12  
  
holds, that is if  
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                                                                                                                                                                    
Remarks in the proof. Note that   12  
  then an equilibrium point ** xx 112  exists as a particular 
case of (A.10). Also,  T,,,N 000 is an equilibrium point if 0 and   and *x 20 is an equilibrium 
point if 0 and    both being  particular cases of (A.10). Note also  that both constraints of (A.11) 
are guaranteed in particular for sufficiently small positive  parameters   and  after fixing  , .     
 
A.2) Stability of the linearized model about the equilibrium points 
The linearized model (1)-(4) about its equilibrium points is: 
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At  the equilibrium  point *x 1  , the linearized system (A.12) becomes: 
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whose characteristic equation is  
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The characteristic zeros are    ,  and    . As a result, the equilibrium  point 
*x 1  of (A.13) is locally asymptotically Lyapunov stable if   ,0 and  

2
0  . For 
the equilibrium point *x 2 , the linearized system (A.12) has a characteristic equation 
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where 
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                                                                                                                                                         (A.15) 
evaluated at (A.10). From the root locus technique in (A.14), the zeros of  sp  converge to those of 
 sp 0 , namely,     ss,s (double),  as 0 . As a result, the  eigenvalues 
of the linearized system  (A.12) about *x 2  are all stable from the continuity of the root locus for   not 
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exceeding some sufficiently small threshold value  for any given values of  the remaining parameters of 
(1)-(4).  Equivalently , that property holds if  
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 
  
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1
00 0 ip
ip~max:
sp
sp~
R
  
where . is the RH -norm of strictly stable transfer functions, 1i  is the complex unit. This 
follows since  sp 0  being a Hurwitz polynomial implies that  sp  is Hurwitz if     ipip~ 0 ; 
 0R  from Rouché theorem of number of zeros within a closed set applied to the complex half-
plane 0sRe . Note that the global Lyapunov stability is automatically guaranteed for the SEIR model 
(1)-(4) since the total population is assumed to be constant for all time. The summarized local stability 
result  around the equilibrium points is as follows : 
 
Theorem A.1. The vaccination-free SEIR model (1)-(4) is locally stable about *x 1 .  It is also locally 
stable about *x 2  if 
 
  
1
0 sp
sp~ .                                                                                                    
Appendix B. Positive solutions of the SEIR model (1)-(4) 
The following result holds: 
 
Theorem B.1. Assume the SEIR model (1)-(4) with 000000  )(R)(I)(E)(S)(NN  and 
  00000 )(R),(I),(E,)(Smin under any vaccination strategy  100 ,:V R . Then, 
  0)t(R),t(I),t(E,)t(Smin ;  0Rt .  
Proof: Let eventually exist finite time instants IES t,t,t ,  0RRt  with  RIES* t,t,t,tmin:t   
be such that: 
If S
* tt   then 0)t(S S ,       0tR,tI,)t(E),t(Smin ;  St,t 0  
If E
* tt   then 0)t(E E ,      0tR,tI,)t(E,)t(Smin ;  Et,t 0  
If I
* tt   then 0)t(I I ,      0tR,)t(I,tE,)t(Smin ;  It,t 0  
If R
* tt   then 0)t(R R ,      0)t(R,tI,tE,)t(Smin ;  Rt,t 0   
Note that either *t  does not exist or it is the first eventual finite  time instant where some of the partial 
populations of the SEIR model reaches a zero value and can be coincident with at most three of its 
arguments since the total population being N is incompatible with the four partial populations being zero. 
The remaining of the proof is split into four parts as follows: 
 
a) Proceed by contradiction by assuming that there exists a finite 0 S* tt  such that 0)t(S ; 
 St,t 0 , 0)t(S S and 0 )t(S S , meaning with abbreviate notation that 0)t(S ; 
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 211   SS t,tt , with      0tR,tI,)t(Emin ;  St,t 0 . Thus, 
       01  SSS tVNtRtS   from (1) since    10 ,tV  ;  0Rt . Since 0)t(S S  and 
  0StS  then 0 )t(S S , meaning with abbreviate notation that 0)t(S ; 
 211   SS t,tt , since the solution of the SEIR model (1)-(4) is continuous for all time,  
contradicting the assumption 0 )t(S S  so that such a time instant 0 S* tt does not exist. 
b) Proceed by contradiction by assuming that there exists a finite 0 E* tt  such that 0)t(E ; 
 Et,t 0 , 0)t(E E and 0 )t(E E  with      0tR,tI),t(Smin ;  Et,t 0 . Thus, 
    0
N
tI)t(StE EEE
  from (2);  0Rt . Since 0)t(E E  and   0EtE  then 0 )t(E E , 
since the solution of the SEIR model (1)-(4) is continuous for all time,  contradicting the assumption 
0 )t(E E  so that  such a 0 E* tt does not exist. 
c) Proceed by contradiction by assuming that there exists a finite 0 I* tt  such that 0)t(I ; 
 It,t 0 , 0)t(I I and 0 )t(I I  with    0tR),t(E),t(Smin ;  It,t 0 . Thus, 
    0 II tEtI   from (3);  0Rt . Since 0)t(I I  and   0ItI  then 0 )t(I I , since the 
solution of the SEIR model (1)-(4) is continuous for all time, contradicting the assumption 0 )t(I I  so 
that such a 0 I* tt does not exist. 
d) Proceed by contradiction by assuming that there exists a finite 0 R* tt  such that 0)t(R ; 
 Rt,t 0 , 0)t(R R and 0 )t(R R with    0tI,)t(E),t(Smin ;  Rt,t 0 . Thus, 
      0 RRR tVNtItR   from (4) since    10 ,tV  ;  0Rt . Since 0)t(R R  and 
  0RtR  then 0 )t(R R , since the solution of the SEIR model (1)-(4) is continuous for all time,  
contradicting the assumption 0 )t(R R  so that such a  time instant 0 R* tt does not exist.  
If such a finite time instant *t  does not exist then the above result follows directly. As a result, 
          000000  )t(R,tI,tE,)t(Smin)(R,I,E,)(Smin ;  0Rt  
since there is no time instant *t for which  any of the four partial populations reaches a zero value with its  
first  time-derivative being simultaneously negative at such a time instant.                                              
